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Yarn care instructions 
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron  
• Do not tumble dry  
When washing the finished product, follow 
the manufacturer’s washing instructions 
found on the yarn bands. 

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under 
14 years of age.

Colors and yarns may vary from those shown.
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Knit the next 
2 reversible squares 
for your stunning 

 throw
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2-color honeycomb

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm) 
Knitting needles: size 7 (4.5mm)
Stitch: 2-color honeycomb

magma & SmoKe Square

The two Crea yarns you received with this  
issue, Harmony in magma and aerial in Smoke, 
are used for the next square for your throw. 
Smoke is used to form the surface texture  
on the magma background.

in magma & smoke throw 
K8

★ ★
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try this!
To knit 2-color honeycomb, follow the instructions below 
or go online to watch the video.

when you have tacked 
your squares together, 
label them k8. You’ll need 
this reference when you 
join the squares for your 
throw. keep the squares 
safe in your workbasket.

throw 
K8

2-color honeYcomb 
sQUare in magma & smoke
See “reading a pattern card” for the list 
of abbreviations.

to make
Using size 7 (4.5mm) needles and Aerial, 
cast on 24 sts. K 2 rows.  
Join Harmony. Stranding the yarn not 
in use loosely up the side of the knitting, 
cont in the patt as foll:
row 1: With Harmony, k3, sl 2 p-wise 
with the yarn at the back, *k6, sl 2 
p-wise with the yarn at the back, rep 
from * once more, k3.
row 2: With Harmony, p3, sl 2 p-wise 
with the yarn at the front, *p6, sl 2 
p-wise with the yarn at the front, rep 
from * once more, p3.
rows 3 to 6: Rep Rows 1 and 2 twice.
rows 7 and 8: With Aerial, k to the end.
row 9: With Harmony, sl 1 p-wise with 
the yarn at the back,  k6, *sl 2 p-wise 
with the yarn at the back, k6, rep from 
* once more, sl 1 p-wise with the yarn at 
the back.
row 10: With Harmony, sl 1 p-wise with 
the yarn at the front,  p6, *sl 2 p-wise 
with the yarn at the front, p6, rep from 
* once more, sl 1 p-wise with the yarn at 
the front.
rows 11 to 14: Rep Rows 9 and 10 twice.
rows 15 and 16: With Aerial, k to the 
end.
These 16 rows form the patt. Rep them 
once more, then work Rows 1 to 8 again. 
Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.

Note: The balls of yarn supplied are 
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you 
find you work tightly, or loosely, change 
your needle size—see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

1  Cast on stitches using the first yarn 
(shown in purple) and knit 2 rows. Join  
the second yarn (shown in cream). 
row 1: With cream, knit 3, slip the next 2 
stitches purlwise with the yarn at the back. 

2 Knit 6, slip 2 stitches purlwise with the  
yarn at the back, then repeat once more.  
Knit the last 3 stitches.

4  rows 3 to 6: Repeat Rows 1 and 2 twice. 
rows 7 and 8: With the purple yarn, knit to 
the end of the row. You have completed the 
first half of the pattern.

3  row 2: With cream, purl 3, slip 2 
stitches purlwise with the yarn at the 
front. Purl 6, slip 2 stitches purlwise with 
the yarn at the front, then repeat once 
more. Purl the last 3 stitches.

5  row 9: With cream, slip the first stitch 
purlwise with yarn the at the back, knit 6. 
Now slip 2 stitches purlwise with the yarn  
at the back, knit 6, then repeat once more. 
Slip the last stitch purlwise with the yarn  
at the back.

6  row 10: With cream, slip the first stitch  
purlwise with the yarn at the front, purl 6. 
Slip 2 stitches purlwise with the yarn at the 
front, purl 6, then repeat once more. Slip the 
last stitch purlwise with the yarn at the front.  
rows 11 to 14: Repeat Rows 9 and 10 twice. 
rows 15 and 16: With purple, knit to the end. 
These 16 rows form the pattern.

  
★ ★
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Worked in Crea Harmony and Aerial, this square is similar to 
narrow alternating stripes. The stripe sequence has four rows  
in Harmony and two rows in Aerial. The long stitches in Aerial  
are formed by wrapping the yarn twice around the needle on  
the first row, then dropping the extra loops on the second row.

in magma & smoke

4 x 2 rows 
alternating stripes

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm) 
Knitting needles: size 4 (3.5mm)
Stitch: 4 x 2 rows alternating stripes

throw 
L9
mAgmA &  

SmoKe SquAre

 
★ ★
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try this!

when you have tacked your squares together,  
label them l9. You’ll need this reference when  
you join the squares for your throw. keep the 
squares safe in your workbasket.

throw 
L9

1  Cast on stitches using the first yarn 
(shown in purple). Work the stripe pattern.  
row 1: Knit to the end of the row.  
row 2: Purl to the end of the row.  
row 3: Repeat Row 1. row 4: Repeat Row 2. 
You have worked the first stripe.

2  Join the second yarn (shown in cream). 
The second stripe is worked using the 
second yarn.  
row 5: Insert the needle into the first  
stitch, wrap the yarn twice around the 
needle and knit the stitch.

4  row 6: Insert the needle into the first 
stitch and purl it, letting the extra loop drop 
from the left needle.

3  Knit to the end of the row, wrapping the 
yarn twice around the needle for each stitch. 
The extra loops will be dropped on the next 
row to form the long stitches. 

5  Purl to the end of the row, letting the 
extra loop on each stitch drop from the left 
needle. You will have a row of long stitches. 

6 Rows 1 to 6 form the pattern repeat. 
Stranding the yarn not in use loosely  
up the side of the knitting, repeat the  
6 pattern rows throughout.

joining THe SquAreS
Block your squares, see blocking your 
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong 
sides together and the edges matching, 
tack around the outer edge, stitching 
about one stitch from the edge.

watch the video  
www.knit-and-stitch.com

To learn how to knit 4 x 2 rows in alternating stripes, follow 
the instructions below or go online to watch the video.

4 x 2 rows alternating 
striPes sQUare in magma  
& smoke

See “reading a pattern card” for the list 
of abbreviations.

to make
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and 
Harmony, cast on 22 sts.
row 1 (rs): With Harmony, k to the end.  
row 2: With Harmony, p to the end.
row 3: Rep Row 1.
row 4: Rep Row 2.
Join Aerial.
row 5: With Aerial, k to the end, 
wrapping the yarn twice around needle 
for each st.
row 6: With Aerial, p to the end 
dropping the extra loops from the 
previous row.
These 6 rows form the patt.
Stranding the yarn not in use loosely up 
the side of the knitting, rep the patt rows 
4 times more, then work Rows 1 to 4 
again. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.

note: The balls of yarn supplied are 
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you 
find you work tightly, or loosely, change 
your needle size—see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

  
★ ★
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Materials

•	 	9[10:11]	x	1	oz.	(25g)	balls	of	
Rowan	Cashmere	Tweed	in	
Storm

•	 	Pair	of	size	6	(4.0mm)	and	
size	7	(4.5mm)	knitting	
needles

•	 	size	5	(3.75mm)	circular	
needle

•	Cable	needle
•	Stitch	holder
•	Tapestry	needle

Use a gorgeous soft tweedy 
yarn for this elegant 
stockinette stitch pullover 
with a cable rib hemline.

tweed pullover   
★ ★
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siZes
To	fit	chest	38[40:42⅛]	in.	(97[102:107]cm).
Actual	measurement	43⅜[46:48¾]	in.	(110[117:124]cm).
Length	22¾[24:24½]	in.	(58[61:62]cm).

GauGe
22	sts	and	30	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	st	st	on.

aBBreViations
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

sPeciaL aBBreViation
C4B	=	cable	4	back	worked	as	follows:	sl	next	2	sts	onto	cn	
and	leave	them	at	the	back	of	the	work,	k2,	then	k	sts	from	
the	cn.

to MaKe
FRONT:	Using	size	7	(4.5mm)	needles,	cast	on	120[127:134]	
sts.
Row 1 (rs): P2,	*k4,	p1,	k1	tbl,	p1,	rep	from	*	to	the	last	6	sts,	
k4,	p2.
Row 2:	K2,	*p4,	k1,	p1	tbl,	k1,	rep	from	*	to	the	last	6	sts,	p4,	k2.
Row 3:	P2,	*C4B,	p1,	k1	tbl,	p1,	rep	from	*	to	the	last	6	sts,	
C4B,	p2.
Row 4: Rep	Row	2.
These	4	rows	form	the	cable	rib.	Rep	them	twice	more.
Change	to	size	6	(4.0mm)	needles.
Next row (rs):	K	to	the	end,	inc	1[2:3]	sts	evenly	across	the	
row.	121[129:137]	sts.
Beg	with	a	p	row,	cont	in	st	st	until	the	work	measures	
15[15⅜:	15⅜]	in.	(38[39:39]cm)	from	the	beg,	ending	with	a	
ws	row.**
shape armholes and divide for neck
Next row (rs):	Bind	off	8	sts,	k	until	there	are	52[56:60]	sts	
on	the	right	needle,	turn	and	leave	the	rem	sts	on	a	spare	
needle.	Complete	the	left	side	of	the	neck	first.
***	Dec	1	st	at	the	neck	edge	on	the	next	and	every	foll	
alt	row,	at the same time	bind	off	2	sts	at	the	armhole	
edge	on	2	foll	alt	rows,	then	dec	1	st	on	the	4	foll	alt	rows.	
38[42:46]	sts.
Keeping	the	armhole	edge	straight,	cont	to	dec	1	st	at	the	
neck	edge	on	alt	rows,	as	before,	until	28[32:36]	sts	rem,	
then	on	every	foll	3rd	row	until	24[28:32]	sts	rem.
Cont	without	shaping	until	the	armhole	measures		
7¾[8⅝:9]	in.	(20[22:23]cm)	from	the	beg,	ending	at	the	
armhole	edge.
shape shoulder
Bind	off	8[10:12]	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	next	row	and	8[9:10]	
sts	at	the	beg	of	the	foll	alt	row.	Work	1	row.	Bind	off	the	rem	
8[9:10]	sts.
With	the	rs	of	the	work	facing	you,	rejoin	the	yarn	to	the	sts	
on	the	spare	needle,	k2tog,	k	to	the	end.
Next row (ws): Bind	off	8	sts,	p	to	the	end.	52[56:60]	sts.
Complete	as	given	for	the	first	side	of	the	neck	from	***	to	
the	end.

BACK: Work	as	given	for	the	front	to	**.
shape armholes
Bind	off	8	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	next	2	rows	and	2	sts	at	the	
beg	of	the	foll	4	rows.	97[105:113]	sts.
Dec	1	st	at	each	end	of	every	foll	alt	row	until	89[97:105]	sts	rem.
Cont	without	shaping	until	the	back	measures	the	same	as	
the	front	to	the	shoulders,	ending	with	a	ws	row.
shape shoulders
Bind	off	8[10:12]	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	next	2	rows	and	8[9:10]	
sts	at	the	beg	of	the	foll	4	rows.	Cut	the	yarn	leaving	a	long	
yarn	tail	and	leave	the	rem	41	sts	on	a	holder.

NECKBAND: Join	the	left	shoulder	seam.
With	the	rs	facing	you	and	using	a	size	5	(3.75mm)	circular	
needle,	k	across	the	41	back	neck	sts	on	the	holder,	pick	up	
and	k	53[57:61]	sts	down	the	left	front	neck	and	53[57:61]	
sts	up	the	right	front	neck.	147[155:163]	sts.
Work	in	rows	as	foll:
Next row (ws):	P1,	(k1,	p1)	25[27:29]	times,	p2tog,	p2tog	tbl,	
(p1,	k1)	to	the	end.
Next row:	Rib	91[95:99],	k2tog	tbl,	k2tog,	rib	to	the	end.
Next row: Rib	49[53:57],	p2tog,	p2tog	tbl,	rib	to	the	end.
Work	5	more	rows	in	rib	in	this	way,	dec	1	st	at	either	side	of	
the	center	front	neck.	Bind	off	in	rib,	dec	as	before.

ARMBANDS: Join	the	right	shoulder	and	neckband	seam.
With	the	rs	facing	you	and	using	a	size	5	(3.75mm)	circular	
needle,	pick	up	and	k	112	[120:126]	sts	evenly	around	the	
armhole	edge.	Work	6	rows	in	k1,	p1	rib.	Bind	off	in	rib.

FinishinG
Join	the	side	and	armband	seams.	Weave	in	the	ends.	

  
★ ★
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Materials
•	 	2	x	3½	oz.	(100g)	balls	of	Cascade	220	
in	Dark	Aqua	and	Wasabi

•	 	1	x	3½	oz.	(100g)	ball	of	Cascade	220	
in	Orange

•	 	Set	of	five	size	5	(3.75mm)	double-
pointed	knitting	needles

•	 	Set	of	four	size	6	(4mm)	double-
pointed	knitting	needles

•	Stitch	marker	
•	Stitch	holder
•	Tapestry	needle

Worked in rib, these 
long striped socks 
are a great fit. The 
afterthought heel  
in a contrast color  
is easy to knit and  
is a practical choice.

ribbed stripy socks   
★ ★
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siZe
Foot	length:	9½[10¼]in.	(24[26]cm).
Leg	length	to	ankle:	19⅝[21½]	in.	(50[55]cm).
Calf	circumference:	9½–10¼[11½–12⅝]	in.		
(24–26[29–32]cm).

GauGe
23	sts	and	36	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	st	st.

aBBreViaTioNs
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

To MaKe (make 2) 
leg 
Using	size	6	(4mm)	needles	and	Wasabi,	cast	on	60[72]	sts,	
divide	sts	evenly	between	3	needles	(20[24]	sts	on	each	
needle).	Insert	a	marker	to	mark	the	beg	of	the	round.
Slipping	the	marker	on	every	round,	work	in	k2,	p2	rib	as	
foll:
Round 1:	*K2,	p2,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.	Join	Dark	Aqua.	
Rep	Round	1	throughout.	Stranding	the	yarn	not	in	use	
loosely	at	the	beg	of	each	round,	cont	in	stripes	of	2	rounds	
Dark	Aqua	and	2	rounds	Wasabi	until	the	leg	measures	
19⅝[21½]	in.	(50[55]cm)	to	the	ankle,	ending	with	a	
complete	stripe.
Heel gap
Next round:	Slip	the	first	30[36]	sts	onto	a	holder;	using	the	
next	stripe	yarn,	cast	on	30[36]	sts,	cont	in	patt	to	the	end	
of	the	round.	60[72]	sts.
Foot
Cont	in	the	stripe	patt	until	the	work	measures	5[5¾]	in.	
(13[14.5]cm)	or	2[2⅛]	in.	(5[5.5]cm)	less	than	the	desired	
foot	length,	ending	with	a	complete	stripe.	Cut	the	Dark	
Aqua	and	Wasabi	leaving	a	long	tail.
Join	Orange.	Change	to	size	5	(3.75mm)	needles.	
Change	the	position	of	the	start	of	the	round	as	foll:
Next round:	K	to	the	end,	then	k	15[18]	sts	of	the	next	
round.
Rearrange	the	sts	so	that	the	start	of	the	round	is	at	the		
beg	of	a	needle	and	the	sts	are	evenly	distributed	over		
4	needles.	

toe
Using	the	5th	needle,	cont	as	foll:
Round 1:	Needle	1,	k	to	the	last	3	sts,	k2tog,	k1;	needle	2,	k1,	
skpo,	k	to	the	end;	needle	3,	k	to	the	last	3	sts,	k2tog,	k1;	
needle	4,	k1,	skpo,	k	to	the	end.	56[68]	sts.
Round 2:	K	to	the	end.
Rep	these	2	rounds	until	40[52]	sts	rem,	then	rep	Round	1	
only	until	8	sts	rem.	Cut	the	yarn	leaving	a	4	in.	(10cm)	yarn	
tail.	Thread	the	tail	through	the	rem	sts,	draw	up	tightly	and	
fasten	off	securely.
Heel
Using	size	5	(3.75mm)	needles	and	Orange,	beg	in	the	
center	of	the	cast-on	heel	edge.	Pick	up	and	k	1	st	for	each	
cast-on	st	and	1	st	into	the	st	beyond	the	edge,	turn	the	
work	so	the	bind-off	edge	is	at	the	front.	Pick	up	and	k	1	
st	into	the	st	before	the	edge,	knit	the	sts	from	the	stitch	
holder	onto	the	needle,	pick	up	and	k	the	1	st	into	the	st	
beyond	the	edge,	turn	the	work	so	that	the	cast-on	edge	
is	at	the	front.	Pick	up	and	k	1	st	into	the	st	before	the	edge	
and	1	st	for	each	cast-on	st.	64[76]	sts.
Rearrange	the	sts	so	that	the	start	of	the	round	is	at	the	
beg	of	a	needle	and	the	sts	are	evenly	distributed	over	4	
needles.	Complete	as	given	for	the	toe.

If you want more robust socks, 
combine the yarn with a strand of 
reinforcement nylon thread (sold 
specifically for this purpose) when 
you knit the feet, heels and toes.

designer’s tip

  
★ ★
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Materials
•	 	3	x	1	oz.	(25g)	balls	of	Crea	Provenance	in	Albite
•	 	1	x	2	oz.	(50g)	ball	of	Crea	Harmony	in	Fuchsia,	
Duck	Egg	and	Grass	Green

•	Pair	of	size	6	(4mm)	knitting	needles
•	Tapestry	needle
•	 	3	pairs	of	buttons,	¾in.	(18mm)	in	diameter
Go	to	knit-and-stitch.com	to	buy	Crea	yarn.		
See	the	information	chart	for	full	details	on		
all	the	Crea	yarns.

Keep the pot warm with this knitted cozy. the 
simple shape slips easily over a teapot, leaving 
the spout and handle free for pouring. 

bobble tea cozy  
★ ★
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SIZE       
To	fit	a	teapot	with	a	circumference	of	15	in.	(38cm)	and	a	height	
of	4⅜	in.	(11cm)	to	the	lid.

GauGE
30	sts	and	32	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	bobble	patt,	with	the	patt	
slightly	opened	out.

aBBREVIaTIONS
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

SPECIaL aBBREVIaTIONS
B3	=	bind	3	worked	as	follows:	sl	1	p-wise	with	the	yarn	at	the	
back,	k1,	yfd,	k1,	then	pass	the	slipped	st	over	the	k1,	yfd	and	k1.
MB	=	make	bobble	worked	as	follows:	with	Harmony,	work	k1,	
yfd,	k1,	yfd	and	k1	all	into	the	next	st,	turn	and	p5,	turn	and	k5,	
then	pass	the	2nd,	3rd,	4th	and	5th	sts	over	the	first	st	and	off	
the	needle—bobble	completed.

Note:	The	bobbles	are	worked	on	a	ws	row	and	should	sit	on		
the	right	side	of	the	knitting	when	you	work	the	purl	stitch		
after	the	bobble.

TO MaKE
BACK:	Using	size	6	(4mm)	needles	and	Albite,	cast	on	57	sts.
Work	in	patt	as	foll:
Row 1 (rs): P2,	*k3,	p2,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.
Row 2: K2,	*p3,	k2,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.
Row 3: P2,	B3,	p2,	*k3,	p2,	B3,	p2,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.
Row 4:	Rep	Row	2.
Row 5:	Rep	Row	1.

Row 6: With	Albite,	k2,	p3,	k2,	*p1,	with	Fuchsia	MB,	with	Albite,	
p1,	k2,	p3,	k2,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.
These	6	rows	form	the	patt.
Cont	in	the	patt,	joining	Harmony	at	the	beg	of	Row	6	and	
cutting	it	at	the	end	of	the	row	and	working	bobbles	in	Duck	
Egg,	Grass	Green	and	Fuchsia	throughout,	until	44	rows	have	
been	worked,	ending	with	Row	2.	
Cont	in	Albite	only.
Dec row: P2tog,	*k1,	p1,	k1,	p2tog,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.	45	sts.
Now	work	the	ribbed	band	as	foll:
Rib row 1: K1,	*p1,	k1,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.
Rib row 2:	P1,	*k1,	p1,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.
Rep	these	2	rows	three	more	times,	then	work	Rib	row	1	again,	
ending	with	ws	facing.	Bind	off	k-wise.

FRONT:	Work	as	given	for	the	back.

FINISHING
With	the	right	sides	together,	pin	the	side	seams,	leaving	a	gap	
for	the	handle	and	the	spout.	Place	the	tea	cozy	over	the	teapot	
and	adjust	the	openings	if	necessary.	Carefully	remove	the	tea	
cozy	and	join	the	side	seams.	Sew	the	buttons	in	pairs	through	
the	ribbed	band	to	close	the	top.

 customiz
e 

yo
ur

 m

akes • embellish w
ith style • 

You can customize your cozy by omitting 
the pairs of buttons that secure the 
ribbing and using a twisted cord to gather 
the top to fit your teapot. Make a twisted 
cord using a length of the four yarns 
and, starting at the center front, weave  
it in and out of the first row of ribbing. 
Pull to gather, then secure the twisted 
cord with a bow.

designer’s tip

See Customizing Techniques 31  
for more creative ideas  

with twisted cords.

 
★ ★
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designer’s notebook:  
twisted cords

When you need a trim for one of your projects, a quick 
and easy solution is to make a simple twisted cord.

Twisted cord can be used for practical purposes—such 
as to create a drawstring or a tie—but it can also be 
used for decorative purposes. A twisted cord is simple 

to make from lengths of yarn or embroidery thread.  
 
You will need very long lengths—each one should be three 
times longer than the finished length of cord. You will also 
need several lengths to twist together: decide on how thick 
you want the finished cord, then combine enough lengths of 
yarn to make up half that thickness.

When choosing yarn or thread, you can pick colors to match 
your project or choose contrasting shades. You can also 
combine colors for a multicolored twisted cord.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR 
THROW...
Use lengths of twisted 
cord to embellish some of 
the plain squares on your 
throw. Wrap them in a coil, 
as shown here, or apply in 
horizontal or vertical lines 
and sew them in place.

watch the video  
www.knit-and-stitch.com

1 Cut lengths of yarn three times the 
required length of the cord, then knot 
them together at one end. Use a flat-

headed pin to pin the knotted end to a 
wooden board or to the back of a wooden 
chair. Alternatively, loop the knotted end over 
a sturdy hook or door handle.

2 Tie the unknotted end of the lengths of 
yarn to a pencil. Turn the pencil in one 
direction until the lengths of yarn are 

twisted. Keep the yarn fairly taut as you go 
to help keep the twists even. Make sure that 
whatever the yarn is pinned to or looped over 
remains stationary.  

3 Using a finger and thumb, take hold of 
the center of the twisted yarns and fold 
it at this point. Allow the yarns to twist 

around each other. Run your fingers down the 
combined threads to even out the twists and 
smooth the cord. Remove the pin, or unloop 
the knotted end, then knot together the ends 
of the yarn to secure the cord.

MakIng TWISTEd CORd
Tightly twisted lengths of yarn twist together when folded in half.
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Crochet a cool cotton 
case for your sunglasses.

sunglasses 
case siZe       

3½ x 6⅝ in. (9 x 17 cm).

tension
4 blks = 2 in. (5cm) over patt.

ABBReViAtions
See reading a pattern card.

sPeciAL ABBReViAtion       
blk(s) = block(s).
sp(s)=space(s).

to mAKe
BACK: Using an E/4 (3.5mm) hook, ch26.
Foundation Row 1: Work 1 sc into the 2nd 
ch from the hook, 1 sc into each ch to the 
end. Turn. 25 sc.
Foundation Row 2: Ch1 (does not count as 
a st), work 1 sc into the first sc, *ch3, skip 
the next 3 sc, 1 sc into the next sc, rep from 
* to the end. Turn. 6 lps.
Now work in the patt as foll:
Row 1 (rs): Ch3 (counts as first dc), work 3 
dc into each lp to the last sc, 1 dc into the 
last sc. Turn. 6 blks.
Row 2: Ch1, work 1 sc between the first dc 
and blk, *ch3, 1 sc into the sp between blks 
of dc, rep from * to the end, working the last 

sc between the last blk and the last dc. Turn. 
These 2 rows form the patt. 
Cont in the patt until the work measures 5½ 
in. (14cm) from the beg, ending with Row 1.
Now work the casing as foll:
Next row: Ch1, working into the back lp 
only work 1 sc into each dc to the end. 
Turn. 20 sc.
Next row: Ch1, 1 sc into each sc to the end. 
Turn.
Rep the last row 3 more times. Fasten off.

FRONT: Work as given for the back.

Finishing
With the wrong sides together, join the yarn 
to the last row of the patt, and using an 
E/4 (3.5mm) hook, join the back and front 
together by working a row of sc around the 
outer edge to the casing, 2 sc into each blk 
row end, 1 sc into each sc row end, and 2 sc 
at each corner. Fasten off.
Fold the casing in half on the back and front 
of the case and slipstitch to the remaining 
loop of stitches on the last row of blocks, 
leaving the ends open for the cord.
Twisted cord: Make a twisted cord from 
two 39⅜in. (1m) lengths of yarn. Knot 
each end. Make another cord in the 
same way. Using a safety pin, thread one 
cord through the casing on the back and 
front. Knot the ends together. Starting at 
the opposite side, thread the other cord 
through the casing on the back and front 
of the case. Knot the ends together.

MaTERIalS
•  1 x 3½ oz. (100g) ball of Patons 100% 

Cotton DK in Cream
• E/4 (3.5mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle and a safety pin

jaR COvERS
Use twisted cords to secure 
pretty covers for candy jars.

baSkET TRIM
Wrap a multicolored cord 
around a straw basket.

dRaWSTRIng 
bag 
Twisted cords 
are perfect to 
use as pulls on a 
drawstring bag.
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Knitted bobbles add interesting detail to a fabric. They  
are easy to do and can be used to add texture to a pattern, 
or they can be worked as a three-dimensional motif.

knitted bobbles

A bobble is created by working over a small number 
of stitches to produce a section that stands in relief. 
Bobbles can be worked over as many stitches as  

you choose, and they can be worked on right-side and 
wrong-side rows. The more stitches and rows you work, 
the bigger the bobble. 

Bobbles can be worked in the same stitch as the main 
fabric or in another stitch to make them stand out and  
add more texture—garter stitch or reverse stockinette  
stitch bobbles on a stockinette stitch fabric, for example.

To increase the number of stitches required for the bobble, 
you will need to work into one stitch several times. The 
increase can be made by knitting several times into  
the same stitch, or by knitting into the same stitch with  
a yarn forward between the stitches.

1 Work to the position of the bobble. Increase 
in the next stitch by knitting the stitch and 
leaving it on the left needle. Bring the yarn 

forward to the front, between the needles. 
2 Knit into the same stitch, then work the  

yarn forward and knit the same stitch 
again. Repeat until you have the  

required number of stitches for your bobble—
here it is 5. The bobble will be worked over 
these 5 stitches.

KniTTed increases

Work the row to the position of the bobble. 
Increase in the next stitch by working a knit 1 
and purl 1 into the same stitch until you have 
the required number of stitches for your 
bobble—here it is 5. The bobble will be worked 
over these 5 stitches.

yarn forward increases



garTer sTiTch 
bobble
This bobble is worked over 5 stitches and  
is formed on the wrong side of the knitting.  
It is shown on a stockinette stitch background.

1 Work to the position of the bobble. Increase 
in the next stitch, using one of the methods 
shown on previous page, until you have  

5 stitches.

2 Turn your knitting and knit 3 rows of 
bobble stitches, ending with the wrong 
side of the fabric facing you.

3 Insert the left needle into the 2nd stitch 
of the bobble and pass it over the first 
stitch and off the needle, then pass the 

3rd, 4th and 5th stitches over the first and off 
the needle to complete the bobble. Work to the 
end of the row.

Know-How30

sTocKineTTe sTiTch 
bobble
This bobble is worked over 7 stitches and is 
formed on the right side of the knitting. It is 
shown on a stockinette stitch background.

1 Work to the position of the bobble. Increase 
in the next stitch, using one of the methods 
shown on the previous page, until you have  

7 stitches. Turn your knitting and purl 1 row  
on the 7 stitches, turn again and knit 1 row.

2 Insert the left needle into the 2nd stitch 
of the bobble and pass it over the first 
stitch and off the needle.

3 Pass the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th 
stitches over the first stitch and off the 
needle to complete the bobble. Work to 

the end of the row.

reverse sTocKineTTe 
sTiTch bobble
This bobble is worked over 9 stitches and is 
formed on the right side of the knitting. It is 
shown on a stockinette stitch background.

1 Work to the position of the bobble. Increase 
in the next stitch, using one of the methods 
shown on the previous page, until you have  

9 stitches. Turn your knitting and knit 1 row on 
the 9 stitches, then turn again and purl 1 row.

2 With the yarn at the back, insert the left 
needle into the 2nd stitch of the bobble 
and pass it over the first stitch and off the 

needle, then pass the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th 
and 9th stitches over the first and off the needle

3 When you have completed the bobble, 
work to the end of the row.

When forming a bobble on a wrong-side 
row, push it through to the right side before 
working the next stitch of the main fabric.

expert’s tip
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Knit a simple shawlette

Customize your projects 
with knitted spirals

Create a stunning reversible throw square by square

creative 

The next  
two squares
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Cozy throw to snuggle under
KniTTing        CroCheT        CrewelworK        felTing
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yarn care instructions 
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron  
• Do not tumble dry  
When washing the finished product, follow 
the manufacturer’s washing instructions 
found on the yarn bands. 

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under 
14 years of age.

Colors and yarns may vary from those shown.

creative 
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for your stunning 

 throw



patchwork Collection 63

textured diamonds

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm) 
Knitting needles: size 6 (4mm)
Stitch: textured diamonds

throw 
C11

albite Square

an outline of diamonds, created by working purl 
stitches on a stockinette stitch background, is used 
to knit the next square for your reversible throw. it 
is worked in Crea Provenance, in albite, and knitted 
on size 6 (4mm) needles.

in albite

★ ★
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try this!
to learn how to knit textured diamonds, follow the 
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a multiple of 8 stitches, plus 1.  
row 1: Purl 1, then knit 7, purl 1 to the end  
of the row. The purl stitches show as  
“seeds” on the right side and start the  
outline of the diamonds. 

2 row 2: Purl 1, then knit 1, purl 5, knit 1,  
purl 1 to the end of the row. The knit stitches 
appear as “seeds” on the right side of the 
knitting. They sit on either side of the “seeds”  
on the previous row.

4 row 5: Knit 4, purl 1, then knit 7, purl 1 to 
the last 4 stitches, knit 4. This completes the 
first half of the textured diamonds..

3  row 3: Knit 2, purl 1, then repeat the 
following:  knit 3, purl 1 to the last 2 stitches, 
knit 2. row 4: Purl 3, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1.  
Now purl 5, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1 to the last  
3 stitches, purl 3.

5  row 6: Repeat Row 4. row 7: Repeat Row 
3. row 8: Repeat Row 2. You have completed 
the first pattern repeat.

6  Rows 1 to 8 form the pattern and are 
repeated throughout to form the textured 
diamonds fabric.

when you have tacked your squares together,  
label them c11. You’ll need this reference when  
you join the squares for your throw. keep the  
squares safe in your workbasket.

throw 
C11

textured diamonds 
square in albite
 
See “reading a pattern card” for the list 
of abbreviations.

to make
Using size 6 (4mm) needles and 
Provenance, cast on 25 sts. 
row 1 (rs): P1, *k7, p1, rep from * to  
the end.
row 2: P1, *k1, p5, k1, p1, rep from * to 
the end. 
row 3: K2, p1, *k3, p1, rep from * to  
the last 2 sts, k2.
row 4: P3, k1, p1, k1, *p5, k1, p1, k1, rep 
from * to the last 3 sts, p3.   
row 5: K4, p1, *k7, p1, rep from * to  
the last 4 sts, k4.  
row 6: Rep Row 4.  
row 7: Rep Row 3.  
row 8: Rep Row 2.  
These 8 rows form the patt.  
Rep them 3 more times, then work 
Rows 1 to 4 again. Bind off.  
Make another square in the same way.

note: Each ball of yarn supplied is 
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you 
find you work tightly, or loosely, change 
your needle size – see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joining the SquareS
Block your squares, see blocking your 
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong 
sides together and the edges matching, 
tack around the outer edge, stitching 
about one stitch from the edge.

watch the video  
www.knit-and-stitch.com

  

★ ★
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5 x 5 rib

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm) 
Knitting needles: size 8 (5.0mm)
Stitch: 5 x 5 rib

throw 
K9

cumuluS Square

Worked in crea Grisaille yarn in cumulus, this 
square for your throw is knitted in a five-knit and 
five-purl rib. Ribbed fabrics usually pull in, but the 
combination of the textured yarn and the wide rib 
helps to keep the fabric on this square flat.

in cumulus

★
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try this!
To learn how to knit 5 x 5 rib, follow the instructions 
below or go online to watch the video.

1 To work the rib pattern, cast on a multiple 
of 10 stitches plus 5.  
row 1: Knit the first 5 stitches.

2 Purl 5, knit 5 to the end of the row.

4 Rows 1 and 2 form the pattern and are 
repeated throughout to form the rib fabric.

3 row 2: Purl the first 5 stitches, then knit 
5, purl 5 to the end of the row.

when you have tacked 
your squares together, 
label them k9. You’ll 
need this reference 
when you join the 
squares for your throw. 
keep the squares safe 
in your workbasket.

throw 
K9

5 x 5 rib sQuare in cumulus
 
See “reading a pattern card” for the list 
of abbreviations.

to make
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles and 
Grisaille, cast on 15 sts.
row 1 (rs): K5, p5, k5.
row 2: P5, k5, p5.
These 2 rows form the patt.
Rep them until the work measures 4¾ 
in. (12cm) from the cast-on edge. Bind 
off.
Work another square in the same way.

note: Each ball of yarn supplied is 
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you 
find you work tightly, or loosely, change 
your needle size – see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joininG the SquareS
Block your squares, see blocking your 
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong 
sides together and the edges matching, 
tack around the outer edge, stitching 
about one stitch from the edge.

watch the video  
www.knit-and-stitch.com

  
★
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Materials
•	 	6	x	1	oz.	(25g)	balls	of	Crea	
Grisaille	in	Fog

•	 	2	x	1	oz.	(25g)	balls	of	Crea	
Provenance	in	Albite

•	 	Pair	of	size	8	(5.0mm)	knitting	
needles

•	Tapestry	needle
•	 	Pompom	maker,	2⅛	in.	(55mm)	
in	diameter,	or	a	piece	of	thin	
card,	pencil,	pair	of	compasses	
and	scissors

Go	to	knit-and-stitch.com	to	buy	
Crea	yarn.	See	the	information	
chart	for	full	details	on	all	the	
Crea	yarns.

this textured shawlette is knitted 
in stockinette stitch and trimmed 
with chunky pompoms.

shawletteUSE YOUR K
NO

W
LE

DGE • USE YOUR STITCH LIbRaRY • 

★
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siZe       
20⅞	in.	(53cm)	wide	at	the	center	x	48	in.	
(122cm)	long.

GauGe
15	sts	and	24	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	st	st.

aBBreViations
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

to MaKe
Using	size	8	(5.0mm)	needles	and	Fog,	cast	
on	8	sts.
Row 1 (rs):	K	to	the	end.
Row 2: K3,	p2,	k3.
Row 3: K2,	inc	in	the	next	st,	k	to	the	end.	
(9	sts.)
Row 4:	K3,	p	to	the	last	3	sts,	k3.
Rep	the	last	2	rows	until	there	are	80	sts,	
ending	with	Row	4.
Next row:	K3,	k2tog	tbl,	k	to	the	end.	(79	
sts.)
Next row: K3,	p	to	the	last	3	sts,	k3.
Rep	these	2	rows	until	8	sts	rem,	ending	
with	a	ws	row.	Bind	off	leaving	a	long	yarn	
tail.

POMPOMS (make 3):		Using	Albite,	make		
a	pompom	(see	Customizing	Techniques	
1,	making	pompoms)	2⅛	in.	(55mm)	in	
diameter.

FinishinG
Weave	in	the	ends.	Sew	a	pompom	to	each	
point	of	the	shawl.

Customize your shawlette by 
adding a knitted flower brooch 
fastening. Make a knitted spiral 
and coil it into a flower shape. 
Secure the ends, then sew a 
brooch pin to the back.

designer’s tip

 CUSTOmIz
E Y

OU
R p

ROjECTS • EmbELLISH W
ITH STYLE • 

See Customizing Techniques 32 
for more creative ideas  
with knitted spirals.

★
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Materials
•	 	Four	pieces	of	natural-colored	linen,	
7¾-in.	(20cm)	square	

•	 	Crewel	wools,	one	skein	in	black,		
white,	dark	red,	medium	red,	dark	
green,	medium	green,	bright	green,	
dark	blue,	medium	blue,	dark	yellow,	
medium	yellow

•	Tracing	paper	and	pencil
•	Dressmaker’s	transfer	pencil
•	 	Sewing	needle,	tacking	thread	and	
matching	sewing	thread

•	Pins
•	Small	embroidery	hoop
•	Crewel	needle,	size	5/10
•	Embroidery	scissors

this set of linen napkin rings, decorated with 
a colorful collection of beautiful embroidered 
bugs, will brighten your summer picnic.

beetle napkin rings ★  
★ ★
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TO MakE
•	Oversew	the	edges	of	each	piece	of	
linen	to	prevent	fraying.	Fold	each	piece	
into	quarters	and	mark	the	center	with	
a	pin.

•	Enlarge	the	bug	templates	on	a	
photocopier	(see	right).	Trace	them	onto	
tracing	paper	with	a	sharp	pencil	and	
then	cut	them	out,	leaving	space	around	
them.	Turn	the	tracings	over	and	redraw	
the	designs	on	the	wrong	side	with	the	
transfer	pencil.	Center	a	tracing,	transfer	
side	down,	on	each	piece	of	linen.	Remove	
the	pins.	Press	the	tracing	with	a	medium-
hot	iron	to	transfer	the	design.	

•	Secure	the	fabric	in	the	embroidery	
hoop	and	work	each	design	as	indicated.	
Use	a	single	strand	of	crewel	wool	
throughout.	

ladybug
•	Use	black	to	backstitch	the	legs	and	
antennae,	adding	an	extra	stitch	at	the	
top	of	each	leg	to	thicken	it.	

•	Work	a	split	stitch	(see	right)	in	dark	red	
around	the	body.	Leaving	gaps	for	the	
spots	and	taking	the	stitches	over	the	split	
stitch	outline,	work	long	and	short	stitches	
(see	know-how	31)	vertically	down	the	
body	starting	with	dark	red.	Blend	in	the	
medium	red	in	the	center	of	the	body	and	
return	to	dark	red	at	the	base.	Split	stitch	
the	black	line	down	the	center	of	the	body.

•	With	black	wool,	split	stitch	around	the	
spots,	then	fill	them	in	with	satin	stitch	
(see	know-how	31).	Work	the	head	in	
black	in	the	same	way.	Then	work	the	
eyes	in	white.	

yEllOw bEETlE
•	Work	the	legs	and	antennae	as	for	the	
ladybug.	Split	stitch	and	satin	stitch	the	
head	in	black.	

•	Split	stitch	around	the	body	with	dark	
yellow.	Leaving	gaps	for	the	bright	green	
spots,	use	long	and	short	stitches	to	
shade	the	body	from	dark	to	medium	
yellow	and	back	to	dark	as	for	the	
ladybug.	Work	the	spots	in	split	stitch	and	
satin	stitch	in	bright	green.	Split	stitch	the	
black	line	down	the	center	of	the	body.

•	Split	stitch	and	satin	stitch	the	thorax	in	
dark	blue.

bluE bEETlE
•	With	black,	work	the	legs	and	antennae	
as	for	the	ladybug,	then	split	stitch	and	
satin	stitch	the	eyes.	

•	Split	stitch	around	the	body	in	dark	
blue.	Leaving	gaps	for	the	red	diamond	
markings,	work	long	and	short	stitches	
down	the	body,	blending	in	the	medium	
blue	and	returning	to	dark	blue	at	the	
base.	Split	stitch	around	the	diamonds	
with	dark	red	and	cover	them	with	the	
satin	stitch.	Split	stitch	the	black	line	
down	the	center	of	the	body.	

•	Using	bright	green,	split	stitch	around	
the	thorax	and	fill	it	in	with	long	and	short	
stitches,	leaving	the	center	diamond	
empty.	Split	stitch	and	then	satin	stitch	
the	diamond	with	dark	green.	

gREEn bEETlE
•	Work	the	legs	and	antennae	as	for	the	
ladybug.	Split	stitch	and	then	satin	stitch	
the	head	in	black.	

•	Split	stitch	around	the	body	in	dark	
green.	Leaving	gaps	for	the	yellow	
diamonds,	use	long	and	short	stitches	
to	shade	the	body	from	dark	to	medium	
green	and	back	to	dark	as	for	the	ladybug.	
Split	stitch	and	then	satin	stitch	the	
diamonds	in	dark	yellow.	Split	stitch	the	
black	line	down	the	center	of	the	body.	

•	Split	stitch	and	satin	stitch	the	thorax	in	
dark	red.

FiniShing
Place	the	fabric	on	a	towel,	with	the	
embroidery	right	side	down,	and	press.	
Fold	one	piece	of	linen	in	half	horizontally,	
with	right	sides	together,	and	pin.	Taking	
a	⅝-in.	(1.5cm)	seam	allowance,	join	the	
seam.	Trim	the	seam	to	½	in.	(1cm)	and	
press	open.	Turn	right	side	out	and	place	
the	seam	at	the	center	back.	Press	with	
the	embroidery	face	down	on	a	towel.	
Turn	a	¾	in.	(2cm)	hem	at	one	end	of	the	
tube	and	press	the	fold.	Tuck	the	other	
end	of	the	tube	inside	the	pressed	end	
by	¾	in.	(2cm)	to	form	a	ring.	Pin	in	place	
and	then	slipstitch	the	seam	neatly.

Starting at the bottom of the row, 
make a stitch upward along  
the row and bring the point of 
the needle back through both the 
fabric and the working thread, 
about halfway along the stitch.

Continue working upward along  
the row, working each stitch with  
a forward and backward motion 
and splitting it with the point  
of the needle. 

working split stitch

Yellow beetle

green beetle

ladybug

Blue beetle

teMplates
enlarge by 167% 

★  
★ ★
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Materials
•	 	2	x	12	oz.	(350g)	balls	of	Bernat	
Blanket	in	Country	Blue

•	L/11	(8mm)	crochet	hook
•	Large-eyed	tapestry	needle

Worked in a thick yarn, this 
blanket is an ideal size to use 
as a baby’s cover or play mat.

chevron blanket  
★ ★
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sIZe       
33	x	31	in.	(84	x	79cm).

GAuGe
9	tr	and	4	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	chevron	patt.

ABBReVIAtIoNs
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

sPeCIAL ABBReVIAtIoNs
3	dc	tog	=	3	double	crochet	together	worked	as	
follows:	work	1	dc	into	each	of	next	3	dc,	leaving	
the	last	lp	of	each	on	the	hook,	yoh	and	draw	
through	all	4	lps	on	the	hook.
sp(s)	=	space(s).

to MAKe
Using	L/11	(8mm)	hook,	ch78.
Foundation row (rs):	Work	1	dc	into	the	4th	ch	
from	the	hook,	1	dc	into	each	of	the	next	6	chs,	*3	
dc	tog	over	the	next	3	chs,	1	dc	into	each	of	the	
next	8	chs,	ch1,	1	dc	into	each	of	the	next	8	chs,	rep	
from	*	ending	with	3	dc	tog	over	the	next	3	chs,	1	
dc	into	each	of	last	8	chs.	Turn.
Now	work	in	the	chevron	patt	as	foll:
Patt row: Ch3	(counts	as	the	first	dc),	work	1	dc	
into	each	of	the	first	7	dc,	*3	dc	tog	over	the	next	
3	dc,	1	dc	into	each	of	the	next	7	dc,	work	1	dc	,	ch1	
and	1	dc	all	into	the	next	sp,	1	dc	into	each	of	the	
next	7	dc,	rep	from	*	ending	with	3	dc	tog	over	the	
next	3	dc,	1	dc	into	each	of	the	next	6	dc,	2	dc	into	
the	top	of	the	ch3.	Turn.	This	row	forms	the	patt.
Cont	in	the	patt	until	the	work	measures	29½in.	
(75cm)	from	the	beg,	ending	with	ws	facing.	Turn	
and	work	a	row	of	sc	around	the	outer	edge,	
working	2	sc	into	each	row	end	and	3	sc	at	each	
corner,	sl	st	into	first	sc.	Do	not	turn.
Work	a	row	of	crab	st	(sc	worked	from	left	to	
right),	working	1	sc	into	each	sc	to	the	end.	Fasten	
off.	Weave	in	the	ends.

Crab stitch is worked in the same 
way as single crochet, but working 
from left to right across the row. The 
yarn will lie over the top of the row 
creating a corded effect. Keep an 
even gauge and don’t pull the yarn 
too tight or the edge will pucker.

designer’s tip

  
★ ★
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Add designer panache to your projects by 
applying knitted spirals. Leave them hanging  
or coil into pretty flowers as shown here.

An unusual decorative trim adds unique 
character to a knitted project, taking 
it to a new design level—garments 

and items for the home, such as pillows 
and throws, can all benefit from a three-
dimensional decoration.  

Narrow knitted spirals can be used to add 
a chunky fringe to the edges of garments 
and soft furnishings. Both wide and narrow 
spirals can be coiled to form flowers that  
make ideal decorations for a whole host  
of items—they’re perfect for the frosting on 
a cupcake too, see overleaf. 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR 
THROW...
Make knitted spirals 
coiled into pretty flowers to 
customize your throw. Work 
them in different sizes and 
textures, then place a large 
flower in the center or group 
smaller flowers together 
on your squares to create 
interesting embellishments.

1 Cast on the number of stitches you 
want depending on the desired length 
of the finished spiral. Work 3 rows in 

garter stitch. On the next row, knit twice 
into every stitch to double the number of 
stitches. Work 3 more rows in garter stitch. 

2 On the next row, knit twice into every 
stitch to double the number of stit-
ches again. Work another 3 rows in 

garter stitch. Bind off loosely. Weave in the 
cast-on yarn tail and use the bind-off yarn 
tail to attach the spiral to your project. 

• To make a narrow spiral, cast on the 
desired number of stitches to form the 
core of the spiral. Work twice into every 
stitch, then bind off loosely. For a slightly 
wider spiral, work 1 row between the 
increase and bind-off rows.

knITTEd SpIRalS
To create a spiral, the bind-off edge must be at least three times longer 
than the cast-on edge. The curl of the spiral appears as you bind off.

designer’s notebook:  
knitted spirals
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cupcake

size       

Approximately 2¾ in. (7cm) high x  
2⅜ in. (6cm) in diameter.

ABBReViAtions
See reading a pattern card.

to mAKe
CAKE CASE: Using size 6 (4.0mm) 
needles and duck egg, cast on 12 sts.
Work in g st (every row k) for 6 in. 
(15cm). Bind off, leaving a long yarn 
tail. Join the cast-on and bind-off 
edges, do not fasten off but work a 
row of running stitch along the row 
ends. Pull up tightly to gather and 
secure the end. 

FROSTING: Using size 6 (4.0mm) 
needles and cream, cast on 30 sts.
K 3 rows.
Inc row 1: K twice into each st to the 
end. 60 sts.

K 3 rows.
Inc row 2: K twice into each st to the 
end. 120 sts. Bind off loosely.
Starting at one end for the center, 
coil the strip to form a spiral. Sew the 
short end and the center in place.

CHERRY: Using size 6 (4.0mm) 
needles and cherry red, cast on 6 sts.
Beg with a k row, work 10 rows in st 
st. Cut yarn, leaving a 7¾ in. (20cm) 
yarn tail. Thread the yarn tail onto 
a tapestry needle and thread the 
needle through the stitches on the 
knitting needle. Pull the yarn through 
and remove the knitting needle. Now 
work small running stitches along 
the remaining three sides of the strip. 
Pull up the yarn to gather, inserting 
a small piece of stuffing as you go. 
Secure the yarn tail. Do not cut the 
yarn but use it to sew the cherry to 
the center of the frosting.

Finishing
Place the frosting on the cupcake 
case and join the underside of the 
outer ring to the top of the cupcake 
case with a slipstitch, easing it to fit.

MaTERIalS
•  1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of cotton DK in duck 

egg and cream
• Small amount of DK yarn in cherry red
• Pair of size 6 (4.0mm) knitting needles
• Tapestry needle
•  Small amount of polyester toy filling for 

the cherry

flORal RIng
A small flower makes a 
pretty ring decoration.    

flOWER BanglE
Use small flowers to embellish 
a plastic bangle.

BEanIE
Add a large 
flower to 
customize  
a beanie.

USE YOUR K
NO

W
LE

DGE • USE YOUR STITCH LIbRaRY • 

knit a tempting 
cupcake topped 
with a cherry.

bONuS pATTERN
visit knit-and-stitch.com
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Filling stitches create solid areas of embroidery. They 
can be worked in a single color or in shaded colors. 

filling stitches
The techniques shown here are all 

easy to master, but it helps to practice 
a new stitch first to achieve perfect 

results. When working embroidery stitches, 
always use an embroidery hoop to help keep 
the stitches even.

Brick stitch gives an interesting surface 
texture with a woven look. It is generally 
used to fill large areas in a single color, but 
you can also use it for shaded effects.

Surface satin stitch looks like basic satin 
stitch. It is much more economical with 
thread, so it’s ideal for large areas of 
embroidery.

Long and short stitch is a popular stitch for 
creating shaded areas of color. It takes its 
name from the foundation row of long and 
short stitches, which gives a solid outline. 
The subsequent rows create irregular lines, 
allowing you to gradually blend different 
thread colors for subtle and naturalistic 
effects. You can add a new dimension by 
changing the direction of the stitches.

1 Work the first row from left to right. Make 
alternate long and short stitches along  
the top edge of the shape to be filled.  

Make the short stitches half the length of  
the long stitches.

2 Work the second row from right to left, 
filling in the spaces with vertical straight 
stitches. Make all the stitches the same 

length as the long stitches in the previous row.

3Continue working alternately from 
left to right and right to left, keeping 
the stitches even to form a brick-like 

pattern. On the last row, fill in the spaces with  
short stitches.

1 Bring the thread to the front and work 
a stitch straight across the shape with a 
stabbing motion. Bring the needle out  

again as close as possible to the end of the  
first stitch.

2 Insert the needle into the fabric straight 
across the shape in the opposite 
direction to form the next satin stitch. 

Repeat these two steps to fill the shape.

• Alternatively, space the stitches slightly 
further apart and fill in with a second 
sequence of stitches.

brick sTiTch surFace saTin sTiTch

When working filling 
stitches, keep the tension on 
the yarn even—too loose and 
the stitches will look messy, 
too tight and the fabric will 
pucker. Practice working 
a few stitches before you 
begin your project.

expert’s tip
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1 Work the foundation row in alternate long 
and short stitches, working from left to 
right and following the outline of the shape 

to be filled. Work the stitches close together.

2 Work the second row from right  
to left, filling in the spaces left by  
the first row and keeping the stitches  

all the same length.

3 Work subsequent rows alternately  
from left to right and right to left, 
keeping all the stitches the same 

length—as in step 2. Change the thread  
color as you work for a subtle blended  
effect and work the stitches closely together 
so no background fabric shows. 

long and shorT 
sTiTch changing The direcTion  

oF The long and shorT sTiTch
The direction in which the long and short stitch is worked is very 
important in creating the right shaded effect within a design. 

• When working a flower design, 
fill each petal with stitches 
worked from the base to the tip 
for a natural-looking blend of 
colors. The first row of stitches 
can be fanned out for a radiating 
effect within each petal.

• To create natural 
shading on a leaf, slant 
the stitches in opposite 
directions on each side 
of the central vein and 
use two or three shades 
of green. 

expert’s tip
Colors that contrast too strongly 
produce distinct dividing 
lines between each change of 
thread, as shown here. For a 
subtle, shaded effect, choose 
colors that are close in tone 
and work each new color into the  
spaces left by the previous row  
so they blend well.
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